
Understanding Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of a machine-
to-machine communications (M2M) deployment is essential 
to judging the true value of a M2M or Internet of Things 
solution. The industry research firm IDC recently published 
a report, called “Investing in an Internet of Things (IoT) 
Solution: Asking the Right Questions,” outlining best practices 
for achieving lowest costs in a M2M deployment. IDC 
offered a checklist of items that can increase the total cost of 
ownership for a M2M/IoT deployment, including data usage, 
troubleshooting, and lifecycle changes. To access the report, 
go to: http://idcdocserv.com/1639.

In order to clearly illustrate how Aeris lowers the total cost of 
ownership for our customers, we have developed a real-world 
scenario – based on an actual Aeris customer – comparing 
the costs of an Aeris deployment against that of a MNO 
(mobile network operator) or MNVO (mobile virtual network 
operator).

• Customer: Global healthcare device manufacturer
• Units: 10,000 units in the field at start of year
• Ongoing program: 1,000 devices manufactured per  
 month, which require manufacturing acceptance testing
• Timeline: Average of six months from manufacturing test  
 and upon deployment
• Baseline data use: 1MB per month, per device

• Other data usage: 10% of devices require 10MB per  
 month, 1% typically experience firmware issues and  
 send large amounts of data (100MB)
• Suspended devices: At any given time, up to 5% of  
 devices were suspended
• Troubleshooting: Every month, about 1%  of devices  
 have an issue requiring troubleshooting

RESULTS: Over a 12-month deployment, Aeris saved our 
healthcare customer more than a half million dollars. Had our 
customer deployed the same program with a traditional MNO 
or MVNO, their costs would have been 73% higher.

COMPARISON  OF SPECIFIC  COSTS: 
AERIS VS. MNO / MVNOS

Based on this example, the table below shows where Aeris 
delivers an advantage for each major cost driver: data usage, 
troubleshooting, and lifecycle. Even with identical connectivity 
pricing, Aeris delivers significant savings due to a pricing 
model tuned to machines and built on transparency.

Total Cost of Ownership for M2M Deployments
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OPAQUE PRICING AND HIDDEN COSTS FROM USING TRADITIONAL MNOS 
AND MVNOS CAN LEAD TO NEARLY TWO TIMES THE TCO

ACCORDING TO RECENT DATA RELEASED BY AERIS, THE TOTAL COST OF M2M SERVICES VARIES SIGNIFICANT-
LY AMONG DIFFERENT VENDORS. THE FOLLOWING PAPER EXAMINES THE AREAS OF PREDICTABLE COST AND 
RISK FOR M2M AND IOT DEPLOYMENTS. INITIAL CONNECTIVITY PRICING – TYPICALLY QUOTED ON A PER-MB 
BASIS – REMAINS THE FOCAL POINT FOR MOST CUSTOMER DECISIONS, YET MASKS THE TRUE COSTS OF 
THE M2M/IOT DEPLOYMENT. EVEN WITH IDENTICAL CONNECTIVITY PRICING, WHEN ALL FACTORS AND COST 
DRIVERS ARE CONSIDERED, THE DATA SUGGESTS THAT OVER THE LIFECYCLE OF AN M2M/IOT DEPLOYMENT, 
CUSTOMERS’ TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP IS 73% HIGHER USING TRADITIONAL MNOS AND MVNOS.
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COSTS AERIS  MNO/MVNO

DATA

Devices exceeding 1MB are automatically moved into 
a 10MB plan at $0.5/ MB through mid-cycle rate plan 
change.

Those that exceed 10MB are blocked in near  
real-time.

Additional capacity bought at outset 
fordevices that spike to 10MB.

Devices exceeding 10MB are subject  
to overage costs of $10/MB

TROUBLESHOOTING

Through advanced troubleshooting tools (real-time 
visibility, crowd sourcing, etc.) average time to resolve 
issues is 30 minutes

Average time to resolve issue is 1 hour 
(conservative estimate based on Aeris 
experience with MVNOs)

LIFECYCLE

SUPPLY CHAIN  
BENEFITS

Device is activated and undergoes bench testing 
during manufacturing process

After testing, device remains “active” in a  
non-billable state, then automatically triggers  
to “billable” upon installation

Total cost from manufacturing test, distribution  
through supply chain, to installation: none

Device is activated and undergoes bench 
testing during manufacturing process

Device remains active and billable  
from that point on

Total cost from manufacturing test to 
installation; 6 months of access  
charges

SUSPEND/RESUME

Device is suspended and is placed in “active,  
not billable” state; when unsuspended, normal 
charges resume

Total cost during suspend period: 1 month of  
access charge

Device is suspended but remains active

Total cost during suspend period:  
3 months of access charge

LIFECYCLE COST COMPARISON: HOW AERIS CAN SAVE YOU MONEY*
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*FOR THE SAKE OF COMPARISON, THIS MODEL ASSUMES EQUAL DATA USAGE COSTS OF A 1 MB PLAN AT $1/MB. 
THIS IS A HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE THAT DOES NOT REFLECT ACTUAL PRICING.

ACCORDING TO THE AERIS STATISTICS, LOWER DATA USAGE EXPENSE AND IMPROVED TROUBLESHOOTING 
ACCOUNTED FOR NEARLY 80% OF THE SAVINGS.
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IN CONCLUSION

By understanding the hidden costs, companies deploying M2M and IoT programs can significantly reduce their total expenses. 
In fact, the TCO comparison shows that MNOs and MVNOs can cost as much as 73% more than a comparable Aeris solution. 
When selecting a partner for cellular connectivity, companies should consider all of the options. With Aeris, it is possible to get 
competitive pricing, excellent connectivity (even in remote locations), the industry’s best global support, and save money. The 
Aeris data clearly demonstrates that three areas in particular can have a significant impact on the total cost of ownership for 
your M2M or IoT program:

DATA USAGE: Even when the per MB pricing is exactly the same, Aeris offers more flexibility than MNOs and MVNOs, 
allowing users to make changes that often occur in M2M/IoT deployments without incurring significant additional charges.

TROUBLESHOOTING: The average time for Aeris to resolve an issue is 30 minutes, half the time incurred by MNOs 
and MVNOs.

LIFECYCLE: Aeris can eliminate cost in supply chain between activation, manufacturing test, and implementation. Aeris does 
not charge, when MNOs and MVNOs levy six months of access charges. If a device is suspended, Aeris charges a one-month 
access fee, while MNOs and MVNOs charge for three months of access.

Aeris is a pioneer and market leader in the Internet of Things – as an operator of end-to-end IoT and M2M services and a 
technology provider enabling other operators to deliver profitable IoT services. Among our customers are the most demanding 
users of IoT  services today, including Hyundai, Acura, Rand McNally, Leica and Sprint. Through our technology platform and 
dedicated IoT and M2M services, we strive to fundamentally improve businesses by dramatically reducing costs, improving 
operational efficiency, reducing time-to- market, and enabling new revenue streams.

ABOUT AERIS

Aeris is a pioneer and leader in the market of the Internet of Things – as an operator of end-to-end IoT and M2M services 
and as a technology provider enabling other operators to build profitable IoT businesses. Among our customers are the most 
demanding users of IoT services today, including Hyundai, Acura, Rand McNally, Leica, and Sprint. Through our technology 
platform and dedicated IoT and M2M services, we strive to fundamentally improve their businesses – by dramatically reducing 
costs, improving operational efficiency, reducing time-to-market, and enabling new revenue streams. Visit www.aeris.com 
or follow us on Twitter @AerisM2M to learn how we can inspire you to create new business models and to participate in the 
revolution of the Internet of Things.

CONTACT AERIS

North America: 1-888-462-3747

Europe: +44 118 925 3202 

info@aeris.net

www.aeris.com
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